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To 

The NCO 

IRCA/NDLS 

 

Sub: Technical Paper Writing Competition 2014-15. 

 

Ref: Your Letter No: ICN.915/Takniki.2015, Dated: 04/02/2015. 

 

One NC Examination case study conducted by NC (Coaching)/KGPW team named “NC 

ANGELS/KHARAGPUR” is sending herewith for your kind accord and valuable advice for further 

course of action. 

 

 
 

    S.S.E. (N.C.)/K.G.P.W./ S.E.Rly. 

 

 

 
 

Enclosure: Case Study. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(CASE STUDY)/ KHARAGPUR WORKSHOP/S.E.RAILWAY 
 

WELCOME: KGPW/S.E.RAILWAY 
Established in 1898 as a small repairing workshop of Bengal Nagpur Railway, 

Kharagpur Workshop has evolved and grown over the years to become the largest maintenance 

workshop of the Indian Railways. It has the unique distinction of being the only workshop of the 

Indian Railways which deals with all types of Rolling Stock, namely Diesel Locomotives, Electric 

Locomotives, Coaches, Wagons, EMU’s and Diesel Cranes etc. 
 

TEAM NAME: NNCC  AANNGGEELLSS//KKHHAARRAAGGPPUURR.. 
 

TEAM MEMBERS: 
Sl. No. Name Designation 

1)  SSHHRRII  AAKKSSHHAAYY  CCHHAAUUDDHHUURRII  SSSSEE  ((NNCC))  

2)  SSMMTT  SSRROOTTAASSWWIINNII  BBAANNEERRJJEEEE  KKHHAATTRRII  SSRR..CCLLEERRKK  ((NNCC))  

3)  SSHHRRII  BBHHIIMM  BBAAHHAADDUURR  TTEECCHH..II  ((NNCC))  

4)  SSHHRRII  SS..KK..KKUUNNDDUU  TTEECCHH..IIIIII  ((NNCC))  

5)  SSHHRRII  KKAARRTTIIKK  SSIINNHHAA  TTEECCHH..IIIIII  ((NNCC))  
 

BRIEF HISTORY: 
   Owing to repeatedly noticing a rejectable defects (Axle guide flange grazing 

with outer face of wheel disc) during pre-examination of some coaches, the undersigned have 

conducted a thorough study in the case. 
 

   Data regarding number of coaches noticed with noticed defects: 

Sl. No. Date Coach Number Railway Type 

1)  2288//1111//22001133  001188440066  AABB  SSEE  GGSS  

2)  2299//1111//22001133  008888660011  AABB  SSEE  WWGGSSCCZZ  

3)  1155//0033//22001144  005588220099  AABB  SSEE  WWGGSSCCNN  
 

   Above data suggests that the defects should be arrested at the earlier stage in 

spite of NC offering for examinations. It is needed for re-lifting of coaches which is wasting of 

man-hours, unwanted use of vital traversers for coach movements. 
 

IDENTIFIED PROBLEM: 
   The clearance between the axle guide flange and adjacent wheel disc outer 

(Non gauge) face was found non-uniform. 
 

GRAVITY OF PROBLEM: 
1) Axle Box canting noticed. 

2) Wheel Disc non-gauge face grazing with axle guide flange. 

3) Brake Blocks mounted over wheel flange. 
 

PROBLEM CAUSES: 
1) Centre lines of axles, mounded wheel disc and axle boxes may not coincide. 

2) Any dimensional deviation in wheel sets or in bogie. 



ANALYSIS: 
   A wheel set is an assembly, mainly comprising of three components: 

1) Wheel discs on both sides of the axles. 

2) An axle to hold these wheel-discs in position. 

3)  Axle box on both sides of the axle, to hold bogie through secondary 

suspension arrangement. 
 

   The distance between two wheel flanges on the same axle should be 1600(+2, -1) 

mm, which is being ensured during the POH. Again theoretically distance between the centre of 

two axle box wings on the same axle should be the same as transverse distance of two axle guides 

on bogie frame is 2159+1 mm. 
 

   To maintain uniform distance between axle guide flange and non-gauge surface 

of wheel disc in a wheeled bogie, centre points of both above-mentioned distance on axle must 

coincide with +1 mm accuracy. 
 

   Any deviation from this condition will produce noticeable non-uniform gap 

between wheel disc and axle guide flange as a result less gap may lead wheel grazing, brake block 

mounting on wheel flange etc. 
 

   Apart from it, a little consideration will explain that if the distance 2159 mm is 

not maintained during assembly of axle box on wheel, then it would be one of the potential causes 

of axle box canting. 
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Investigation reveals that although 2159 mm distance between axle guides on 

bogie frame is being maintained during bogie POH but due to lack of guidelines, checking 

procedure, excessive tolerance limit of axle box components, etc. same distance is not being 

maintained confidently between two axle boxes on same axles. 

 

ACTION TO BE TAKEN: 
1) Axel guide alignment checking has to be done religiously during Bogie POH. 

2) During POH of wheel, centre point of transverse distance between two wheel 

discs must coincide with centre points of transverse distance between two axle box wings on same 

axles. Accuracy level should be as per existing axle guide alignment gauging accuracy level +1 mm. 

3) During axle box fitting, it has to be ensured that centre distance between 

axle box wing on same axle must be 2159+1 mm. 
 

 By exercising the above-mentioned preventive actions, re-lifting can be arrived 

and overlook of safety parameters can be minimized as well as the POH schedule times being 

reduced. 

 

SOURCE OF SUPPORTIVE DOCUMENTS: 
1) CAMTECH Coaching Manual’s page 21 of 36, Chapter: 03 (Annexure I). 

2) CASE Photo (Annexure II). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With Cordial Thanks  
 



 

 

 



 


